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Set Your Creativity On Fire Today!Professional Painting Tips To Kickstart Your Creative Painting

Adventure Today!>Have you felt a creative urge to paint but just havenâ€™t known where to

start?>Do you have free time and would like to spend it doing something creative?>Do you want to

travel and paint the world at the same time?>Do you want to be able to look out the window and

capture what you see with your own artistic creations?WATERCOLOR PAINTING is one of the best

and easiest painting methods if your just starting out with painting! it is quite simple to get things

going, relatively inexpensive and quick to set up and before you know it you've created your own

masterpieces that you can hang on your wall, give to people as gifts or sell.Is there a creative

person inside you just waiting to come out?It can be hard to know where to begin with painting, so

this simple & easy to follow guide is here to get you started. Once you start, youâ€™ll realise that

you can paint in ways you didnâ€™t know possible. Get ready to amaze and impress yourself as

you learn new techniques and gain new artistic knowledge that releases creativity and imagination

trapped in the back of your mind.Everyone has an artist within themselves. If youâ€™ve been feeling

a creative spirit lurking inside of you wanting to escape, now is the time to start giving it freedom. As

you begin to paint and put paint and brush together onto canvas you unlock something inside of

yourself and spark imagination and creativity and uncover talents you never new you had.The

content of this book will help you to get started and find your feet as you begin your path as a

painter. You will be encouraged to think and learn about your own style through experimentation

and see what kind of images inspire you to paint the most. Don't be afraid! There is no right or

wrong way to paint with watercolours. This book is all about having fun, self-discovery and learning

just what type of artist you can be. SCROLL UP & Download Your Copy Now!This book will inspire

you to pick up a brush and put it to canvas and see what images appear out of your mind. Become

the artist youâ€™ve always wanted to be with this essential painting guide!Preview...Pick up a

paintbrushLearn some new brush strokesFind out how to mix paints and create coloursHow to be

an artist at homeHow to free the images in your mindBe the artist youâ€™ve always wanted to

beLearn techniques on how to blend, shade, and layer coloursAnd Much More...â˜…Limited Time

Offer!â˜…Donâ€™t deny the artist within you any longer! Purchase a copy today and get painting.

Hurry!! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant download. This offer won't last

forever!Tags: painting, artist, learn brush strokes, how to paint, mixing watercolour paints, primary

colours, shades, tones, secondary colours, pigments, watercolour, palette, watercolour tubes,

shades of watercolours, hobby, creative, painting photographs, painting nature, painting animals,

painting portraits, style, strokes, layers, texture, watercolour techniques, be creative, paint and relax,



learn new artistic skills, develop your own style, experiment with colours, experiment with brush

strokes, try different watercolours, invest in your artwork, complementary colours, canvas,

watercolour paper, brush strokes, thick brush, fine brush
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Reading this book is superb! I want to paint but I donâ€™t know where to start. I am thankful that I

found this book. This book will guide us on how we can start doing painting and help me to release

the artist within me. It taught me the techniques on how I can blend, shade, and layer colors. I also

learned here on how I can mix paints and create colors. I learned a lot. I wholeheartedly recommend

this book for everyone. Exceptional book!

This may be the shortest book I have ever seen on . So short. I am a complete painting beginner, I

don't know how to hold a brush basically, so I got something out of it, I can't lie. I covers some basic

painting techniques, combining colors and a few general advice. It really isn't much, but if you are a

total newbie like I am, it is as good place to start as any.Also, I must mention lack of any pictures.

Book about painting with no pictures is an interesting thing, for sure.



Very nice book! This is a definite must-have for those who want to try painting for the first time. And

since Christmas is just a few months away, this would be a perfect gift for your loved ones and

friends. The book is written in a way that readers, especially those who do not have any background

on painting or have never painted before; understand what the author is trying to say. The

guidelines are clear and she was able to describe every single technique in a very simple manner

yet very illustrative at the same time. She makes painting look so easy that I want to grab a brush

and a canvas right away and start with it! Reading this book somehow fueled me again to continue

doing something I loved way, way back, and that is painting! I could have given this book a 5-star

rating if pictures were provided for some of the topics like for the types of brush needed for the

novice readers.

This is a visually appealing book which provides a well structured approach to painting in

watercolor. Many books stress the importance of keeping things simple and planning ahead and

include exercises to help with that. What sets this book apart for me is that it is packed with

questions to ask yourself every step of the way to keep you on track, the why behind the how.

Susan shares her knowledge generously, there is a lot of helpful information here about concept

and process. I know I will be dipping into this book over and over.

I might not have the talent for art painting but I have this burning passion inside of me when it

comes to artworks. I love to collect art pieces and my appreciation to artworks has indeed,

overwhelmed me. This book is a good start to test my own creativity, With all the basic instructions

in water color painting, I intend to immediately purchase the necessary materials and start with my

own discovery in such kind of painting. This book is perfect for beginners like me. It never offers any

complicated method in starting out my first watercolor painting. Truly, this book has inspired me in

my attempt to create a wonderful art piece out of creativity.

This is a good book for newcomers to learn painting with watercolors. You will learn all about

perspective, about shading and about the use of color wheel. If you have no experience in painting

then this book will surly helps you to learn painting. This book also taught me how to use watercolor.

I learned that there are many different types of styles in painting and what I like the most is the oil

painting. I want to open my heart in painting now. Awesome work, I love this wonderful book.



Beginners find it difficult to determine which colors they will use for starting their painting work.

Watercolors are very easy to use and are relatively cheap. In this book you will get detailed

information of watercolor and you will know the right ways to use them. The proper ways to mix

paints to make new colors are also included here. So you will be able to create your desired color to

paint as your desired painting. Have this book, know about watercolor painting and be more

creative.

A wonderful book. This guide is beautifully written and very well illustrated book that will guide and

inspire anyone. It gives you a perspective on watercolor and It also includes lots of great examples.

This book will help you to get started to paint and it has a step by step lesson. I highly recommend

to anyone who wants to widen their understanding of what watercolor can do.
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